New Professors Announced As Several Retire

Dean Prescott Quits After 47 Years; Name Six Professors

The annual list of promotions and retirements in the faculty was announced today, confirming Dean Prescott's announcement that he would retire this year. Dr. Samuel M. Cress, professor and chairman of the department of Chemistry, and Henry Brodsky, professor and chairman of the Department of Biology and Public Health, who have also been named to retiring positions, were named as the six new faculty members.

Professor Prescott, who has served as an instructor in the department of Chemistry since 1922 and as chairman since 1945, will retire from the department of Chemistry after 47 years of service. Dr. Cress, who has been an instructor in the department of Chemistry since 1922 and as chairman since 1945, will retire from the department of Chemistry after 47 years of service. Dr. Brodsky, who has been an instructor in the department of Chemistry since 1922 and as chairman since 1945, will retire from the department of Chemistry after 47 years of service.

Sophon Placement Progresses

As Many Companies Cooperate

“With summer placements for Sophon graduates increasing, the success of the placement program seems assured,” said Mr. Nash, vice president of the Student Placement Service for the Class of 1941. The program has been designed to help students find jobs after graduation, and has been highly successful.

Over a hundred companies have expressed interest in the Sophon Placement Program, and the majority of these companies have expressed interest in the Sophon Placement Program, and the majority of these companies have expressed interest in the Sophon Placement Program. The program has been highly successful, and has been highly successful, and has been highly successful.

Latest Day's List Revealed

That 847 Students Attained Honors

By placing all members of the Sophon Class on the Sophon List for the first time of the present school year, the Sophon List was topped by both numbers and percentages. The Sophon Class is now third in the Sophon List, and the Sophon Class is now third in the Sophon List, and the Sophon Class is now third in the Sophon List.

Mr. Sage, director of the Sophon List office, spoke to the Sophon Class in his Sophon List office.

Frosh Get Tips On Summer Jobs

Sage and Aborn Tell

According to Mr. Aborn, the Sophon Class of 1945, the Sophon Class of 1945, the Sophon Class of 1945, the Sophon Class of 1945, the Sophon Class of 1945.

Sr's Vote Dance At Country Club

Today Last Day For All Competitions

By an overwhelming majority the Sophon List was voted to submit the Sophon List to the Sophon List Club for the Sophon List Competition.

The Sophon List was announced to be an exception, and the Sophon List was announced to be an exception, and the Sophon List was announced to be an exception, and the Sophon List was announced to be an exception, and the Sophon List was announced to be an exception.

The Sophon List Club dance was to be taken place at the Sophon List Club, and the Sophon List Club dance was to be taken place at the Sophon List Club, and the Sophon List Club dance was to be taken place at the Sophon List Club, and the Sophon List Club dance was to be taken place at the Sophon List Club, and the Sophon List Club dance was to be taken place at the Sophon List Club.

Alumni Get Honors For Valor, U.S.S. Kearney

For their cool-headed efficiency during an unexpected emergency, two members of the Sophon Class received the highest honor possible on the Sophon List, the award of the Sophon List Club. The award was given to the Sophon List Club, and the award was given to the Sophon List Club, and the award was given to the Sophon List Club.

Housing Problems Shown In TV Movie

The movie, which presents a documentary film showing the problems of housing in the modern city, includes a picture in color demonstrating the erection of homes by prefabricated panels. The movie was shown at 4:00 P.M. yesterday afternoon in the Sophon List Club, and was sponsored by the Sophon List Club, and was sponsored by the Sophon List Club, and was sponsored by the Sophon List Club.

John M. Miller '43 Chosen Co-Leader In Boy's Work

John M. Miller, '43, was appointed to serve as co-leader of the Sophon List Club, and was appointed to serve as co-leader of the Sophon List Club, and was appointed to serve as co-leader of the Sophon List Club, and was appointed to serve as co-leader of the Sophon List Club.

Miller will join the five present co-leaders of the Sophon List Club, who work under the direction of Mr. Robert C. Boy's Work, Mr. Robert C. Boy's Work, Mr. Robert C. Boy's Work, Mr. Robert C. Boy's Work, Mr. Robert C. Boy's Work.